Freezers for bottles and glasses
Efficient and powerful cooling system
Frozen glasses within a few minutes
For ice-cold bottles of liqueur and spirits
With heated glass door to prevent condensation

Gamko glass frosters
for bottles and glasses

Gamko manufactures and supplies freezers for
inset or fitting on the back bar counter top. These
plug ready freezers have been specially developed
for rapid freezing of drinks glasses and for giving
out ice-cold bottles of liqueur and spirits such as
vodka or gin. Thanks to the ultra-efficient cooling
system and fan (MF models), within a few minutes
you will have access to frozen glasses. By selecting
the (heated) glass door, you can also provide an
attractive display of bottles of spirits and liqueur.
Combined with the correct bottles and/or glasses,
you will provide the bar with a professional image.
Gamko supplies two variants of freezers for glasses
and bottles. Two professional freezers with a capacity
of 110 litres, one is fitted with a heated glass door,
and the other one with a solid chromium steel door.
Both versions are available with a left hinged or a
right hinged door.
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General characteristics

glass frosters for bottles and glasses
Plug ready (no separate condensing unit required)
Efficient cooling system
Fitted with 1 door, right-hinged or left-hinged
For the model with a glass door: heated glass
to prevent the build-up of condensation
For the model with a glass door: internal lighting
2 adjustable feet on the front
Exchangeable magnetic gaskets
Automatic defrost
Electronic thermostat with digital display
Temperature: -8° C / -12° C
Adjustable temperature range
from -10° C to -21° C

MF/110RCS

Exterior made of chromium steel and
fitted with solid door, right-hinged
MF/110LCS

Exterior made of chromium steel and
fitted with solid door, left-hinged

MF/110RGCS

Exterior made of chromium steel and fitted
with heated glass door, right-hinged
MF/110LGCS

Exterior made of chromium steel and fitted
with heated glass door, left-hinged

Accessories for MF/110CS and MF/110GCS

Item number
004010393
013010001

Wire mesh shelf (330 x 486mm)
Shelf support clip (4 no. per shelf required)

MODEL
DOOR TYPE
			

MF/110RCS
MF/110LCS
MF/110RGCS
MF/110LGCS
1

Solid, chromium steel, right-hinged
Solid, chromium steel left-hinged
Glass & chromium steel, right-hinged
Glass & chromium steel, left-hinged

INTERNAL STORAGE
VOLUME CAPACITY

110 litres
110 litres
110 litres
110 litres

80 glasses (ф 6cm)
80 glasses (ф 6cm)
80 glasses (ф 6cm)
80 glasses (ф 6cm)

COOLING
CAPACITY

235W 1
235W 1
350W 1
350W 1

POWER TEMPERATURE EXTERIOR
CONSUMPTION		 FINISH

420W 1
420W 1
650W 1
650W 1

-8˚C / -12˚C
-8˚C / -12˚C
-8˚C / -12˚C
-8˚C / -12˚C

chromium steel
chromium steel
chromium steel
chromium steel

INTERIOR
FINISH

DIMENSIONS
WxDxH

silver-grey coated steel panels
silver-grey coated steel panels
silver-grey coated steel panels
silver-grey coated steel panels

602 x 514 x 905mm
602 x 514 x 905mm
602 x 514 x 905mm
602 x 514 x 905mm

Conditions: Te = - 25˚C | Tc = + 45˚C | ambient temperature = + 25˚C
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